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Central and North West London NHS Foundation Trust partnered with Oxehealth to improve the safety, 
quality, and efficiency of care on their mental health inpatient wards. 



This report highlights early insights after five to six months of using Oxevision, the patient monitoring 
and management system on: Older adult wards, PICUs, seclusion and health-based places of safety.



It was compiled by conducting surveys, interviews and focus groups with service users, ward staff and 
clinical, operational and project management.
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There is improved safety on the wards because staff can prevent and respond more quickly to falls, 
altercations and assaults: In addition, staff have improved their own safety by better planning their 
approach to de-escalate high-risk situations. 

Improved safety on the wards

1N=94; 2N=19; 3N=73; 4N=19; 5N=64; 6N=19; 7N=95; 8N=20; 9N=78; 10N= 32
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Staff have found that Oxevision has enabled them to improve physical health monitoring 

of patients. Specifically, the system enabled staff to: 

Enhanced physical health monitoring 

Identify physical health deterioration in 
patients more easily.

Supports monitoring patients when they refuse 
physical health checks.

Adhere to physical health monitoring 
policy post rapid tranquilisation. 

Improve management of COVID-19 
infection prevention and control. 

11N=85; 12N=20; 13N=83; 14N=19

Most of our patients are quite fragile and their 
mobility isn't great so when they get out of bed 
there is a high risk that they might fall on the floor. 



One of the best things about the system is how 
helpful it is for managing these situations because 
it alerts us to when they're on the edge or out of 
bed. This allow us to manage the risk of falls very 
very well. For example, every time there's an alert 
we always assess the situations, 9 times out

of 10 I would say we've been able to prevent a fall 
from happening.


Staff Nurse

I woke up and rushed to the bathroom... hitting my 
shoulder and head... In less than a second, a staff 
member came straight to my room to check on 
me. The system had alerted him that I had gotten 
out of bed and he came to check on me.

Patient
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There has been an improvement in patient care and risk management. Staff can make more data-led 
decisions, practice less restrictive interventions, and take positive risks by giving patients time to 
de-escalate independently.

Better patient care  

15N=33; 16N=34; 17N=94; 18N=19

We had one COVID-19 outbreak where we had 6 
patients isolating in their room for two weeks. The 
system was very helpful during this time because it 
allowed us to monitor their vital signs every hour 
remotely without the risk of infections. It was very 
reassuring for us to be able to monitor their 
physical health every hour so easily.” 

Healthcare Assistant

In seclusion patients are very unwell and we 
usually have to wait for them to get better to start 
accurately monitoring their vital signs. Because of 
the system, I think we have been able to provide 
better care to our patients with Oxevision. If 
anything is wrong, you can quickly address it and 
you can keep a close eye by monitoring the 
patient's pulse and breathing rate.

Staff Nurse

In cases where we have given rapid tranquilisation 
medication the system has been particularly 
useful for monitoring the physical health of 
patients. Before, if a patient was agitated and we 
were unable to enter the room, we would manually 
try to record breaths through the door. Now with 
Oxevision we get accurate recordings of both their 
breathing and pulse rates.

Staff Nurse

I like Oxevision because the staff don't disturb my 
sleep at night anymore. They used to come in 10-15 
minutes even at 6am in the morning to check that

I am breathing. I think the system system has been 
a good thing and it doesn't bother me.

Patient
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Staff highlighted that the system had not replaced in-person patient-staff engagement. In addition, 
staff commented that Oxevision supports a more proactive approach to patient engagement.

Impact on time spent for therapeutic engagement

19N=89; 20N=19; 21N=92; 22N=17 

The system has been helpful in supporting care 
plans. We have some patients who can be quite 
restless at night and our observations don’t help 
this. In MDT meetings we have been able to agree 
on using Oxevision remote observations at night in 
order to help them get better sleep

Healthcare Assistant

Our medical team often tracks patient sleep at 
night as it’s an indicator we use to see if our 
patients are getting better. With the activity reports 
you can really see a timeline of when a patient 
first comes in, and is sleeping 20 minutes a night, 
to after a few days where they are sleeping a lot 
more. The system’s activity reports have been very 
useful for our consultants who have been checking 
them regularly to monitor and track patient sleep.

Staff Nurse

I like that the system can help prevent restrictive 
interventions or restraints from happening. It’s 
great for us because we don’t want to do any of 
that, and ideally, it’s always a last resort. In that 
sense it’s a very good system and it’s helpful as an 
extra tool.

Staff Nurse

The system has been helpful in monitoring the 
pulse of patients to determine the amount of 
medication we can give them. Especially for 
patients who are completely new to the service 
that have never had this type of medication, it 
helps keep a close eye on them.

Staff
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23N=89; 24N=19; 25N=32; 26N=34; 27N=33; 28 when performing physical health checks. N=32 

In general, we’ve never had much time to interact 
with patients. Now with the Oxevision system it’s 
nice because before we used to check their rooms 
all the time, sometimes every second, now you can 
check on the system for patients who are in their 
rooms and then use that free time to engage with 
other patients in the lounge or communal areas. In 
these cases, the interaction level is more.

Healthcare Assistant

The way I look at it, interaction with patients is still 
the same but if we need them to stay in their 
bedrooms, to cool off and de-escalate, then we 

at least have another way to monitor them rather 
than approaching them when they’re aggressive. 

Staff Nurse 

Staff interact with us a bit more, we only see them less at night. I think they've always been very busy, but you 
can see that they have more time for us with Oxevision. We still get a good amount of interaction with them.

Patient
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Patients reported 
feeling safer with the 
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sense of privacy with 
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Patients feel that they are safer, less disturbed at night and that staff provide better care. Staff can 
monitor patient’s health during the night without entering their rooms and disturbing their sleep, thus 
facilitating sleep hygiene. 

Improved patient experience 
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I've been in the mental health system for many 
years, since I was 18. Before, the staff would come 
in all the time during the night, turn on the lights, 
and would wake you up. It was very stressful, 
especially when on medication. Now, they don't 
disturb sleep as much and I think the system is 
great for that.

Patient

The staff said that if I had any questions any time 
during my stay I could speak to the matron. I got 
reassured that if I had any reservations at any time 
during my stay here, I could speak to them. I can 
see how it (Oxevision) helps them.

Patient

I feel safer in my room with Oxevision.

Patient

I don’t think the system has impacted much on my 
privacy. I don’t feel undignified. 

Patient

Patient insights

I like Oxevision because I think staff will be able to 
respond quicker to incidents were patients try to 
attack other patients in their rooms. That's really 
reassuring.

Patient

I like the Oxehealth system because the staff don't 
disturb my sleep at night anymore. They used to 
come in 10-15 minutes even at 6am in the morning 
to check that I am breathing. I think the system has 
been a good thing and it doesn't bother me

Patient

The system had alerted himthat I had gotten out of bed and he came to check on me in case I needed any 
assistance because they knowI tend to go to the toilet at night. 

Read Richard’s Story on proactive caretaking 

https://oxe.health/richards-story


One of the things that surprised me was that 
patients don't seem to care about the system 
being in their rooms. When we first came out and 
told them all about it, I thought they might not 
want to have it in their rooms, but none of them 
objected to it. Not one patient yet has told us to 
turn it off.

Staff Nurse

I think it’s a good thing that we have sent out an 
information letter for them to either say yes or no 
to it. It’s also good we go through the benefits as 
well as the downsides of it. So, we work 
collaboratively with the patients before we use it 
because it's a bit intrusive.

Healthcare Support Worker

Now we can do observation checks at any time 
and more frequently while not disturbing patients 
as much. We used to get a lot of complaints from 
patients about us turning on the lights when we 
would check on them at night. Now they feel less 
watched and disturbed.

Staff Nurse 

I think the system has impacted the quality of care 
we give to patients. In the sense that we’re not 
actually having to go and keep waking the patient 
up when you’re doing checks. It lets them rest. We 
are also able to assist them when they need us 
straight away. The system helps with better care in 
that way.

Staff 

When we've told patients about the system, they agreed that it's helpful to monitor falls (our client group has 
a high risk of falls).  I think they weigh the benefits as well as the downside, and it helps that when we look at 
the camera it's blurry and pixelated. They consented with no issues or concerns.

Staff

Staff insights
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Oxehealth is an award-winning global leader in 
vision-based patient monitoring & management.



Oxehealth helps mental health organisations to improve 
patient experience in inpatient services. We support our 
partners to help manage risk and systematically improve 
the safety and quality of care they provide.



Find out more www.oxehealth.com 

or contact info@oxehealth.com

CNWL is a large organisation of 7,000 staff providing local 
physical and mental health services across eight London 
boroughs, Milton Keynes and Surrey, for all age groups. 
We work mainly in the community but have 900 beds. We 
also provide healthcare in the criminal justice system, 
especially prisons. Our values are Compassion, Respect, 
Empowerment and Partnership. We work to integrate 
services from the patient’s point of view.



Find out more www.cnwl.nhs.uk
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